THE COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR LYMPHEDEMA
A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF COMPRESSION PRODUCTS DESIGNED WITH THE PATIENT AND THERAPIST IN MIND.
JOBST® Elvarex® Custom-made flat knit garments are the gold standard in lymphedema management. From gloves to foot caps, sleeves to pantyhose, JOBST Elvarex provides trusted compression with comfortable wear.

**JOBST® Elvarex® – Key Features**

- Excellent breathability for comfort and patient compliance
- Flat-knit structure bridges skin folds instead of working into them
- Latex core allows garment to return to original shape for extended wear
- Seven compression classes for optimal therapeutic outcomes
- Variety of styles and options to satisfy patient needs
- Vast product assortment covers a diverse range of specifications and requirements of patients

**STYLES**

- Sleeve
- Gauntlet
- Glove
- Knee
- Thigh
- One-Leg Pantyhose
- Two-Leg Pantyhose
- Chap style
- Capri
- Bermuda
- Foot Cap

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**

- Class 1
- Class 2
- Class 2 forte
- Class 3
- Class 3 forte
- Class 4
- Class 4 super

**GARMENT CCL COLORS**

- **Upper**
  - 1-2: Beige, Black, Caramel, Honey, Cranberry
  - 2-Forte: Beige, Black, Honey, Cranberry
- **Lower**
  - 1-4 Super: Beige, Black, Navy, Cocoa, Grey

Unique knitted construction that allows greater air permeability for superior comfort and easier garment care

Variety of silicone bands, bra straps, and shoulder cap solutions for optimal fit

Anatomical fit around the elbow prevents bunching

Decreased compression at the wrist provides optimal comfort for the overlapping of an armsleeve and gauntlet

Lower extremity garments available in Class 1, 2, 3, 3 forte, 4 and 4 super

Slant or straight, open or closed toe available
JOBST® ELVAREX® PLUS

JOBST® Elvarex® Plus has succeeded in adapting the inner strength of the Elvarex® materials to the skin’s sensory perception and the complex movements of hands and feet. With the unique 3D knitting technology, BSN medical manufactures seamless compression garments that reproduce each body shape accurately and wear like a second skin.

Seamless Comfort
- Maximum range of motion without chafing or pressure points
- Outstanding wearing comfort and high wear resistance

3D Knitting Technology
- Ideal anatomical fit that wears like a second skin
- Great fit between the fingers and toes with exclusive “knit-to-shape” zones at these sensitive areas

JOBST® Elvarex® Material
- Effective edema control with reliable therapeutic outcomes
- Every movement creates a micro-massage effect on the skin

STYLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPRESSION CLASSES
- Class 1
- Class 2
JOBST® SOFTFIT

JOBST®’s new, innovative SoftFit technology is a unique system of silicone yarns knitted into the welt of our compression garments. It provides gentle, seamless friction on the skin, allowing for a decreased chance of constriction and less slipping down.

LOOKS GOOD, FEELS GOOD

With SoftFit technology, garments are not only visually appealing and more comfortable to wear, they provide precisely the right amount of pressure, right where it is needed.

IMPROVED COMPLIANCE, IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE

Compression garments that feel comfortable lead to greater patient compliance.

You’ll hear less complaints about bulkiness and discomfort, because new SoftFit technology is smoother and more comfortable to wear.

MORE OPTIONS, HAPPIER PATIENTS

With SoftFit technology, there is a wider variety of compression garments to choose from when treating your patients and their lymphedema.
JOBST® ELVAREX® FUNCTIONAL ZONES

Unique and innovative Functional Zones created by highly developed, technologically superior flat-knit technology increase comfort with more freedom of movement, without compromising medical effectiveness.

JOBST® Elvarex® Functional Zones – key features

- Internal and external match zones created by differential knit construction and use of yarn for Knee and Elbow Zones
- Maintenance of full medical effectiveness by sustained continuous compression
- Type of knitting of T-Heel is adapted to the anatomical conditions prevailing at the instep to minimize wrinkling
- Upper leg higher in the front, sloping down wedge-shaped in the back for improved individual fit from groin to buttocks with Top Comfort Zone

Functional Zone “Pressure Panty Elvarex (body-bandage)”

Available as:
- Body bandage: CCL 1 - 3 Forte
- Corresponding leg stockings available in all CCL (1-4 Super)

Functional Zone “Top Comfort Zone”

Available as:
- B, G, BG, AG, AT
- Pressure panty Elvarex (body bandage), Bermuda, Capri pants, stump stockings (ST)

Functional Zone “Knee Comfort Zone”

Available as:
- CCL 2 - 4 Super

Functional Zone “T-Heel”

Available as:
- CCL 2 - 3 Forte

Functional Zone “Slant Foot”

Available as:
- CCL 1 - 2 Forte
- Exception: not available for “single piece hand/arm”

Functional Zone “Elbow Comfort Zone”

Available as:
- CCL 2

Functional Zone “Bias top end”

Available as:
- All compression classes (CCL 1 - 2 Forte)
**JOBST® ELVAREX® SOFT**

**JOBST® Elvarex® Soft** combines trusted compression with skin-protecting softness. This soft, flat-knit, custom-made compression garment is particularly well suited for patients with light to moderate lymphedema or who have sensitive, fragile skin.

### JOBST® Elvarex® Soft – Key Features

- Soft and skin friendly
- Easy to don
- Excellent anatomical fit
- Therapeutically effective
- Specialized seam yarns for a smooth and gentle seam against the skin
- Latex free

Through new construction with specialized sewing yarns, the inner side of the seam is both smooth and gentle on the skin.

The edging seam at the top of the stocking is designed to be comfortable, decrease constrictions and provide the required stability and durability to the fabric edge.

The specially designed edging of the foot garment ensures the stocking will not roll up or constrict the foot.

The newly developed knitted edge is designed without a seam which enhances patient comfort.

The specially designed relief zone at the wrist provides the most comfortable edging possible and decreased constriction.

The special knitting design in the elbow area ensures an anatomically correct fit, significantly reducing material folding during movement and increased patient comfort.

The 3-D knitting technology ensures an anatomically correct fit to maximize upper arm therapy and optimum fit and hold during movement.

The edging seam at the top of the stocking is designed to be comfortable, decrease constrictions and provide the required stability and durability to the fabric edge.

Through new construction with specialized sewing yarns, the inner side of the seam is both smooth and gentle on the skin.

### STYLES

- Armsleeve
- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- Capri
- Bermuda

### EXTREMITIES COLORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extremities</th>
<th>Upper CCL 1-2</th>
<th>Lower CCL 1-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beige</td>
<td>Beige</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caramel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranberry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMPRESSION CLASSES

- Class 1
- Class 2
- Class 3
**JOBST® ELVAREX® SOFT SEAMLESS**

**JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless** is the world’s only custom-made seamless flat-knit compression garment. With no uncomfortable seams in the narrow spaces between fingers and toes, patients receive even, consistent, and comfortable compression.

### JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless – Key Features

- Soft, durable, and breathable knitted fabric
- Flat edge finish at fingers and toes decreases bulk and prevents curling
- Micro-massage effect due to knit construction
- Easy to don, comfortable to wear
- Latex free

### STYLES

- **Glove**
- **Gauntlet**
- **Glove or Gauntlet to elbow**
- **Foot Cap**

### EXTREMITIES COLORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXTERMITIES</th>
<th>COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper CCL 1-2</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower CCL 1-3</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMPRESSION CLASSES

- **Class 1**
- **Class 2**
The JOBST® Bella™ Lite Ready-to-Wear Armsleeve and Gauntlet provide gradient compression to assist in the management of lymphedema and other edemas. The reduced compression at the wrist provides an effective and comfortable fit when the armsleeve and gauntlet are worn together.

**JOBST® Bella™ Lite – Key Features**

- Soft and air permeable
- Lightweight, knit construction
- Fits a wide range of arm and hand shapes
- Two armsleeve lengths for optimal fit
- Easy to put on, comfortable to wear
- Durable
- Armsleeve available with or without silicone dot band

**STYLES**

- Armsleeve
- Gauntlet

**COLORS**

- Beige
- Black
- Brown

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**

- 15-20 mmHg*
- 20-30 mmHg*

* All compressions shown are the mean compression for an average forearm size (armsleeve) or mean compression for an average palm size (glove / gauntlet).

** Not all colors and styles may be available in all compression ranges.
JOBST® BELLA™ LITE
ARMSLEEVE AND GAUNTLET COMBINED

JOBST® Bella™ Lite combined armsleeve and gauntlet is a lightweight, attractive, and comfortable one-piece compression garment designed to effectively manage edema and lymphedema.

JOBST® Bella™ Lite combined – Key Features

- Lightweight, knit construction
- Soft and air permeable
- Convenient three-size system utilizing data from over 3,000 patient arms
- Two lengths for optimal fit
- Available with or without silicone band

JOBST® Bella Lite™ combined ensures a proper fit for a large range of arm and hand shapes and sizes.

A unique knitting process also gives the garment ample two-way stretch which helps to assure unparalleled comfort.

STYLE

COLOR

COMPRESSION CLASSES

NEW COMBINED

Armsleeve/Gauntlet

Beige

15-20 mmHg* 20-30 mmHg*
The JOBST® Bella™ Strong Ready-to-Wear Armsleeve and Gauntlet have been developed to improve compression therapy comfort without compromising medical effectiveness. These circular knit garments are therapeutically effective for moderate to severe edema and lymphedema.

### JOBST® Bella™ Strong Armsleeve – Key Features
- Covers unrivalled range of patient dimensions
- Easy to don, armsleeve comes with donning device
- 10 sizes per compression class
- 2 lengths: Regular / Long
- With or without silicone band
- Compression profile is highest at the wrist and gradient up the arm
- Cotton-like feel
- Comfort Flat wristband

### JOBST® Bella™ Strong Gauntlet – Key Features
- 8 sizes / 2 compression classes
- Comfort Flat wrist seam reduces rolling
- Extended wrist cuff pattern
- Flattened seam

### STYLES
- Armsleeve
- Gauntlet

### COLORS
- Beige
- Black

### COMPRESSION CLASSES
- 15-20 mmHg*
- 20-30 mmHg*
- 30-40 mmHg*

* All compressions shown are the mean compression for an average forearm size (armsleeve) or mean compression for an average palm size (glove / gauntlet).
** Not all colors and styles may be available in all compression ranges.
† Gauntlet not available in 30-40 mmHg
JOBST® CUSTOM SEAMLESS SOFT

JOBST® Custom Seamless Soft is the premium custom-made compression garment for mild to moderate edema and vascular disorders. The attractive, lightweight fabric creates an anatomically fitting compression garment and a stylish look.

### JOBST® Custom Seamless Soft – Key Features

- Effective management for a wide range of indications
- JOBST Advanced Comfort® wicks away moisture to keep skin cool & dry
- Multi-fiber double covered inlay yarns increase softness & improved donning
- Improved fabric distribution for enhanced fit and comfort with smooth appearance
- Refined opacity covers blemishes and scars
- High stretch core yarns increase recoil (stretch and recovery) to prevent sliding
- Reinforced foot zones increase strength and durability with added comfort
- Optimized knee band with improved broader knitting construction and welt design

### STYLES

- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- One-Leg Pantyhose
- Maternity

### COLORS

- Sand
- Sun Bronze
- Amber
- Navy
- Black

### COMPRESSION CLASSES

- Class 1
- Class 2
- Class 3

#### Image shown in color Sun Bronze

Federal (U.S.A.) Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
**JOBST**® **BELLAVAR**®

**JOBST**® **Bellavar**® is the firm Custom garment for moderate to severe swelling of lower extremities. Bellavar is engineered with firm fabric to provide controlled stretch and resistance for therapeutic effect.

**JOBST® Bellavar® – Key Features**

- Firm fabric provides controlled stretch and resistance for therapeutic effect
- Wrinkle-free fit in the hollow of the knee
- Available in CCL 2 (23-32 mmHg*) and CCL 3 (34-46 mmHg*)
- Circular knit technology creates a seamless garment
- Highly elastic panty with adjustable waistband
- Variety of styles and options to satisfy patient needs
- Easy measuring system requires 30% fewer measurements than a conventional seamed garment

**STYLES**

- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- One-Leg Pantyhose
- Maternity
- Chaps

**COLORS**

- Sand
- Sun Bronze
- Black

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**

- Class 2
- Class 3

*Design Pressure

*Image shown in color Sand*
**JOBST® CUSTOM™ SEAMED**

**JOBST® Custom™ Seamed** ensures the precise level of compression through a unique gradient profile based on the patient’s individual limb circumference and length. Custom Seamed can be manufactured in a wide variety of specific styles and options for greater patient compliance.

**JOBST® Custom™ Seamed – Key Features**

- Durable fabric for long lasting wear
- Precise gradient compression based on laser cuttings and computer design
- Variety of configurations suitable for unusually shaped limbs
- Variety of options: zippers, linings, silicone & more

**STYLES**

- Armsleeve
- Glove
- Gauntlet
- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- Capri
- Bermuda
- Face Mask
- Sleeveless Vest
- Body Brief with Sleeves
- Abdominal Pelvic Garment

**COLORS**

- Beige
- Black

**COMPRESSION CLASS**

- 15 - 65+

---

**JOBST® MEDICALWEAR GLOVE**

**JOBST® MedicalWear** pre-sized gloves are designed to provide gradient compression therapy for edema control. Contracture seams provide intimate contact to dorsal web spaces.

**JOBST® MedicalWear Glove – Key Features**

- Convenient ready-to-wear range with six adult sizes available
- Choose from 2 styles - standard and wrap around closure
- Ambidextrous - fits right and left hand
- Flattened seams for added comfort minimizes pressure over newly formed or sensitive skin
- Cool and light, the open weave fabric allows the skin to breathe

**STYLES**

- Standard
- Wrap-around closure

*Design Pressure
COMPRESSION BANDAGES

BSN medical has the complete range of bandage products and compression garments for the management of Lymphedema. These products are designed with the Patient and Therapist in mind to offer a comprehensive range of compression products in conjunction with the MLD therapy.

**TRICOFIX®**
Lightweight absorbent stockinette
- Can be used underneath Comprilan to help provide a smooth layer
- Breathable

**ARTIFLEX®**
Non-woven padding bandage
- Can be used underneath Comprilan to help protect sensitive skin or to provide padding around bony or irregular shapes
- Provides padding for added comfort
- Ensures even distribution of pressure
- Air permeable, non-absorbent

**ELASTOMULL®**
Soft comfortable bandage
- Provides light compression
- Ideal for fingers and toes
- Available in sterile or non-sterile

**JOBST® COMPRIFOAM**
Open cell foam bandage
- 100% polyurethane
- Air and moisture permeable
- Reusable
- May be steam sterilized

**JOBST® FOAM PAD**
Kidney shaped foam pad
- 100% synthetic rubber
- Free of natural rubber
- Evenly distributes pressure
- Hand washable / air dry
- Reusable

**COMPRILAN®**
Short stretch compression bandage
- 100% cotton
- Provides high working pressure and lower resting pressure
- Ideal in home healthcare situations
- Washable and reusable
**JOBST® DONNING AIDS**

**JOBST® STOCKING DONNER**
Easy to use device to help apply JOBST® Hosiery. Ideal for people who have limited dexterity or have difficulty reaching their feet. Use with closed and open toe styles. Available in 2 sizes: Regular and Large Calf.

**JOBST® EASY WASH & WEAR KIT**
Everything needed to help apply and extend the life of JOBST® Hosiery. Kit includes JOBST® Donning Gloves, Wash Bag, Jolastic® Washing Solution, and brochure with helpful hints for putting on JOBST® Hosiery.

**JOBST® DONNING GLOVES**
Putting on JOBST® Hosiery is always easier with JOBST® Donning Gloves! JOBST® gloves help create friction, provide grip and help to evenly distribute the fabric on the leg.

**STOCKING SLIP**
For use with open toe styles only. Helps the stocking slide smoothly onto the foot by reducing friction between the patient’s skin and the compression stocking.

**ACCESSORIES**

**JOLASTIC® WASHING SOLUTION**
This warm water wash is formulated to remove soil, body oils, and skin salts quickly and thoroughly without damaging fabric. Jolastic® Washing Solution will help extend the life of JOBST® garments.

**“IT STAYS!”® ROLL-ON BODY ADHESIVE**
Designed to keep JOBST® Hosiery in place. Ideal for thigh high lengths that do not have a silicone band or when a garter belt is not an option. Helpful Hint: Apply vertical strips for best results.

**FOOT REST**
A convenient device to use when measuring for Ready-To-Wear or Custom-made garments. The Foot Rest elevates the patient’s foot comfortably at the heel to allow easy measuring up the length of the leg.
JOBST®’S CUSTOM E-SHOP SERVICE ALLOWS YOU TO ORDER FOR YOUR PATIENTS DIGITALLY, SIMPLIFYING YOUR EVERY DAY WORK.

With initial checks on measurements, and suggestions for relevant products and features, Custom e-Shop helps your patients get the right product combinations in less time.